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M

odern day enterprises are veering towards
cloud, IoT and virtual environments to store
and disseminate enormous data volumes
regardless of their impact on critical infrastructure
performance. With the advent of these trends, Data
centers are manifesting commendable growth in the
areas of integrated systems, network facilities and
security needs of the organizations. These prevalent
technologies of today have triggered the demand for
colocation services, automation, redundancy, network
uptime, and high-performance computing from the
data center solution providers.
Data center companies have exhibited a high level
of resilience and adapted to the changing power and
cooling requirements of organizations. In order to
enhance enterprise agility, improve network efficiency,
and maintain high standards of security, several
innovative players in the industry are delivering cuttingedge solutions that ensure visibility, cost savings and
automation in the networks.
This issue showcases data center companies
that havea host of products aimed at driving such

goals by eliminating the challenges that arise during
integration and configuration operations, optimization
routines, and installation. However, many CIOs find
it extremely challenging to navigate into the complex
and fragmented data center landscape when looking for
the right service provider to aid them with consulting,
implementation, and support.
In this edition of CIO Review, we bring to you “The
20 Most Promising Data Center Solutions Providers of
2015,” featuring the best solution and service providers
offering tools and services available on the Data
Center platform. The companies listed here showcase
extensive business knowledge and innovative strategies
combined with talent base across locations.
A distinguished panel comprising of CEOs, CIOs,
CMOs, VCs, analysts and CIO Review editorial board
has selected the top players from over three hundred
companies. The listing provides a look into how these
solutions work in the real world, so that you can gain a
comprehensive understanding of what technologies are
available, which are right for you, and how they shape
up against the competition.

Company:

Description:

Bacula Systems

A provider of Open Core backup, restore
and disaster recovery solutions for data
centers.

Key Person:

Website:

Frank Barker,
CEO
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D

ata center technologies have been
increasing in prominence owing
to the financial and operational
benefits they offer to organizations.
However, this arena is invaded by many
issues resulting from the meteoric rise
of data volume and need for security,
flexibility, and the need to cost effectively
manage finite resources. Bacula Systems’
exceptionally safe, flexible, easy-to-use,
and dependable solutions are of immense
utility in addressing these challenges
faced by many large data centers. The
Switzerland-based organization operates
on the philosophy to ‘set data centers free’
by offering Open Core backup, restore and
disaster recovery solutions that do not tax
data volume. “Our company’s data center
technology is built with a modern, easy to
use and modular architecture that backs up
both physical and virtual environments,”
says Frank Barker, CEO, Bacula Systems.
Bacula Enterprise Edition is one of
the firm’s core offerings that is priced
independent of customer’s data volume
and relieves them from any form of vendor
lock-in. This solution supports relational
database catalogs, heterogeneous client
support, as well as backup to disk, tape,
and robotic media libraries. Bacula
Enterprise Editions consists of highly
modular features like one or more
'Directors', 'Storage Daemons', 'File
Daemons' and a Catalog to boost the
data restore time of data centers, while
driving down their costs. Additionally,
the Enterprise Edition enables clients to
significantly curb unnecessary hardware
costs, storage requirements and minimize
network bandwidth utilization through
features such as Global Endpoint
Deduplication. This deduplication process
simply eliminates redundant pieces of data
without rendering them unusable.

The advantages of Bacula Enterprise
Edition do not just end here. For example,
the Directory Server Plugin, one of
the solution’s many plugins, ensures
easy interoperability and also performs
granular level backup to restore all or just
one LDAP object. Furthermore, Bacula’s
VM performance backup suite provides
backup and replication for hypervisor
environments regardless of their size.
“Our Global Endpoint Deduplication
technology is equivalent of putting a turbo
charger onto an engine. The solution being
highly customer-driven assists data centers
to save time, money and other resources,”
adds Barker.
Bacula
drives
innovation
for
data centers' customers and unlike its
counterparts, the company has a single
software platform that assures long-term
productivity and speed. “Our solutions
resonate with customer needs,” adds
Barker. “Due to the features and the
massive range of OS platforms supported,
our data center customers love us for
giving them security, a highly stable
product, and no hidden or extra charges
as their data volume inevitably grows year
over year.”
Bacula has had various cases of
helping customers to achieve scalability,
reliability and improving performance
in mission-critical environments. In one
instance, NASA approached the firm to
deploy an easy-to-integrate and transfer
solution to transport data over a SAN as
well as operate with a Hierarchical Storage
Manager. NASA already had disk volume
of 1.5 PB in size provided by NASA
Langley's IBM HPSS implementation that
comprised of Oracle SL8500’s slidingcapacity file system. Bacula delivered
a solution to backup nearly 300TB and
750TB on the server side with an additional

Frank Barker

Our company’s data center
technology is built with a
modern, easy to use, highly
scalable and modular
architecture that backs up
both physical and virtual
environments
24 tape LTO-4 library. With Bacula’s
support, NASA incurred savings of about
20 percent over renewal of support, while
receiving an additional 200 client licenses,
MySQL server plugin, and bare-metal
recovery.
“We are excited and honored to have
been selected by high profile enterprises
and government organizations around the
world who have replaced their existing
solutions with Bacula Enterprise,” extols
Barker. Going forward the company plans
to expand Bacula in line with evolving
customer needs especially around its
already impressive snapshot management,
virtualization, auto discovery and
predictive support.
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